A rift that has opened up between basic research (bench) and clinical research and patients (bed) who need their new treatments, diagnostics and prevention, and this rift is widening and getting deeper. The crisis involving the "translation" of basic scientific findings in a laboratory setting into human applications and potential treatments or biomarkers for a disease is widely recognized both in academia and industry. Despite the attempts that have been made both in academic and industry settings to mitigate this problem, the high attrition rates of drug development and the problem with reproducibility and translatability of preclinical findings to human applications remain a fact and the return on the investment has been limited in terms of clinical impact. Here I provide an overview of the challenges facing the drug development, and translational discordance with specific focus on a number of "culprits" in translational research including poor hypothesis, irreproducible data, ambiguous preclinical models, statistical errors, the influence of organizational structures, lack of incentives in the academic setting, governmental funding mechanisms, the clinical relevance of basic research, insufficient transparency, and lack of data sharing in research. I further provide some suggestions and new strategies that include some new aspects on open innovation models, entrepreneurship, transparency, and decision making to overcome each of the many problems during the drug discovery and development process and to more dynamically adjust for innovation challenges with broader scientific feedback.
Background
Translational research also referred to as translational medicine or translational science refers to the "benchto-bedside" process that harnesses knowledge from basic scientific research into clinical research to create novel treatments and treatment options devices, medical procedures, preventions, and diagnostics essentially forming a bridge between basic research and clinical research [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For clinical researchers and other health workers, translational research refers to translating research into clinical practice in the form of new treatments and knowledge that actually reach the patients or populations [5] . Despite the differences in semantics, basic science is the earliest stage of research, conducted for the advancement of knowledge, often without any concern for its practical applications whereas translational research is the process of applying these discoveries generated through basic scientific inquiry to the treatment and prevention of human disease. Thus, translational research acts as a bridge between basic and clinical research.
Despite significant investments in basic science, advances in technology and enhanced knowledge of the human disease, translation of these findings into therapeutic advances have been far slower than expected [6, 7] and the return on this investment has been limited in terms of clinical impact.
There is a consensus both in academia and industry that there is a crisis involving the translatability of preclinical science to human applications and that most research findings are irreproducible or false [8, 9] .
In a time of increased cost (it has been estimated that for every dollar spent on R&D, less than a dollar of value is returned on average) [10] , high-attrition rates, and length of time required for new drug development [11, 12] , and constrained resources, translational research needs a renewed outlook. For example, should the funds be moved from preclinical to translational research projects more specifically linked to human disease, especially for those involving the discovery and preclinical development of new drugs? Would such a strategy in the long term improve the translatability of preclinical findings and result in better long-term patient outcomes? One way to address these outstanding questions would be to evaluate the potential culprits leading to the failure of translating preclinical findings to human studies.
In this article, I provide a fresh perspective on the challenges of translational research, present examples of potential weak links that might be contributing to the failures, and potential strategies to mitigate those problems.
Why translational research / medicine matters and why it is challenging
Of the many known human diseases (in the order of thousands), for approximately 500 have a treatment approved by the regulatory agencies. Even when a new treatment is shown to be effective, it can take several years to identify and serve all patients who could benefit. Furthermore, as discussed by Zeggini et al. [13] most common human diseases are highly complex chronic diseases and exhibit a variable disease course and response to therapy. For example, it was reported in the literature [14] that 10 of the best-selling drugs in the United States, to achieve one patient with a good response, between 4 to 25 patients must be treated. This carries a significant burden on health risks and resources by exposing those patients who are treated without achieving a clinically significant response or to the risk of harm through the development of unnecessary side effects of the drug. This emphasizes the need to develop better ways to targeted therapies which essentially requires a better and more effective translational and precision medicine strategy. Therefore, a better understanding of the genetic, epigenetic and other molecular defects leading to complex diseases can provide new insights into fundamental biology and translational opportunities.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , translational research is a discipline that enables the results of basic science applicable to clinical science as such it is defined as a research approach that seeks to move from bench to bedside. More specifically, it is a process in which the ideas, insights, and discoveries generated through basic scientific inquiry are applied to the treatment and prevention of human diseasethus playing a critical role between basic research and clinical research. It includes intermediate steps such as identification of targets, drugs, biomarkers, pathways, and development of and testing in animal models and human tissue xenograft models. Thus, it bridges the gap between the basic science that identifies novel biomolecules involved in or consequence of diseases and their incorporation into clinical application. In that context, the term translational research has been applied more generally where scientists aim to translate fundamental research discoveries into practical products and applications.
Therefore, the main objective of the translational research is to make sure that the discoveries that advance into human trials have the highest possible chance of success in terms of both safety and efficacy in human studies. Eliminating the ones likely to fail earlier in the process can significantly decrease the overall cost of developing new products. Thus, the ultimate goal of translational research is to take early discoveries from preclinical space mostly conducted in academia or industry to the point of investment.
However, there is a bias to view translational research as a linear process in which mice and rats are the bridge between basic science and human clinical studies. As discussed in the literature [15, 16] and illustrated in Fig.  1 , translational research is a continuous process which spans five sequential areas of activity (T0-T4) and also encompasses clinical research (T1-T3). Although the illustration of the distinct phases of translational research implies a linear model with a beginning and end, in fact the operational phases of translational research include many feedback loops with interdependent phases across the T0-T4 phases which requires continuous data gathering, analysis, dissemination, and interaction as well as the discrete translational hurdles that must be overcome (Figs. 1 and 2) [15, 16] .
For translational research to operate more effectively, functional interactions should exist between academia,, government, and the community and the financing and operational components of industry (biotech and large pharma) [17] .
Common challenges to translational research/medicine
Our ability to translate discoveries into approved drugs that can help patients is a challenging process. The implementation of translating scientific discoveries into relevant and clinically useful products and applications is not identical to the process of hardware or software development or manufacturing, although exhibiting similar principles in many of its aspects, such as the employment of a value-added chain or a map for the process. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , translational medicine is an organic, reiterative process that requires continuous interactive feedback between varied disciplines to ensure its success and ability to innovate and is defined based on the operational hurdles that must be overcome. Translational medicine therefore embodies many loosely integrated distinct activities distributed across the academic, pharmaceutical or biotech industry, and governmental and other private sectors. The traditional method of identifying genes in vitro, followed by generating experimental animal models of human disease in vivo, has been a challenging process because the targets and drugs developed in animals have often fail in human studies [18, 19] . Despite the usefulness for better understanding of disease pathobiology and the mechanism of drug action on targets, the predictive utility of animal models studies is less than desired [3] , especially in the context of studies of single knockouts in specific disease models and mouse strains [18] .
Despite the significant efforts made in recent years to improve the drug development process by improving the efficacy-and safety-related issues of clinical trials; however, the results have been mixed and the failure rates of human clinical trials are still high [12, 20] . Even with the fascinating observations and creative science, most of the basic scientific discoveries fail to get into the therapeutic development process and often get lost in translation because they are irrelevant to human disease or lack funding, incentives, and technical expertise to advance any further. These potentially important discoveries cannot cross an ever-widening gap in funding and support for the type of research that moves basic science findings down the path toward therapeutic development. This so-called "the translational gap" has come to be called by many the "Valley of Death" (Figs. 1 and 2) [21, 22] . Increases in National Institutes of Health (NIH) spending on biomedical research have not resulted in increases in new treatments and cures. Despite this, early discoveries still remain in what has been called the "valley of death," the gap between bench research and clinical application. To address this Operational phases and associated challenges for translational research. Translational research has many layers (T0-T4) and associated operational obstacles that must be overcome. T0, basic science research that define cellular mechanisms, their relationship to disease and, consequently, the identification of therapeutic targets and development of methods of treatment (new molecular entities). T1, is the proof of concept studies conducted in volunteer human subjects as phase 1 clinical trials that aim to define proof of safety, mechanism, and concept. T2, phase 2 and 3 clinical (ideally randomized) trials that are necessary to test the proof of efficacy of the therapeutic agent in cohorts of patients representing the relevant disease that may include control groups. T3, phase 4 clinical trials that are associated with optimizing the therapeutic use of a therapeutic agent in clinical practice. T4, Population-level outcomes research or comparative effectiveness research aims to determine the ultimate utility and cost effectiveness of a therapeutic agent relative to others currently in use. Translation from basic science to human studies form the critical path, as defined by the FDA, or the "valley of death", as defined by the pharmaceutical industry. This "valley of death" encompasses T0-T2 phases of research. However, each of these phases have overlapping sets of challenges as discussed in the text. Adapted from [15, 16] issue, there has been significant discussion in the literature and scientific community about the causes of this phenomenon and how to bridge the abyss [22] .
The process of getting a new drug, from first testing to final FDA approval and ultimately to market is a long (from discovery to approval of a new drug takes more than 13 years), costly, and risky and almost 95% of the drugs entering human trials fail [7, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . According to the National Institutes of Health (NIH), 80 to 90% of research projects fail before they ever get tested in humans and for every drug that gains FDA approval, more than 1000 were developed but failed. Almost 50% of all experimental drugs fail in Phase III trials. Hence, moving new drug candidates from preclinical research into human studies and the approved drug is only approximately 0.1%. The majority of projects fail for problems unrelated to a therapeutic hypothesis which may be due to unexpected side effects and tolerability [29, 30] . More recent analysis suggests that, despite efforts to improve the predictability of animal testing, the failure rate has actually increased [31] . The major causes of failure are lack of effectiveness and poor safety profiles that were not predicted in preclinical and animal studies [7, 19, [23] [24] [25] 32] .
Moreover, the development of a newly approved drug costs about $2.6 billion [33, 34] , a 145% increase, correcting for inflation, over the estimate made in 2003. The analysis was based on the data obtained from 10 drug companies on 106 randomly selected drugs tested in human trials between 1995 and 2007 [33, 34] .
It is suggested that medical knowledge has a doubling time every 18 years, while emerging disciplines including nanotechnology, double on the average of every 2 years [35] . It is also reported that the efficiency of R&D of new drugs in the US halves every 9 years [36] . This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as Eroom's lawthe reverse of Moore's law for microprocessors [36] . In other words, the cost of getting a drug developed and approved will double every 9 years. If the business is conducted the usual way, the biopharmaceutical industry would have to spend $16 billion on single drug development in the year 2043. This would force the industry to develop only the most profitable drugs --not the ones most needed (http://ecorner.stanford.edu/videos/4224/ Moores-Law-for-Pharma). Basically, from the late '80s through the late '90s, the cost of drug R&D spending tended to level out. However, that is where the first wave of biotech drugs started coming through the market. Biotech drugs like antibody-based drugs commonly referred as to "biologics" are different in that it's a completely different mode of action, it's a completely different platform from traditional small-molecule pharmaceuticals and they are costly.
The valley of death -where most preclinical findings find their demise
The major obstacle in translating discoveries from basic research to human studies and getting them approved by the FDA is well known and this is often referred to as the 'Valley of Death' (Figs. 1 and 2). In biomedical research, the main objective of translational research is to have an indepth understanding of health and disease state of the organism that is studied and the underlying molecular factors contributing to disease and mechanism(s) associated with it with the goal of 'carrying across' this knowledge to treat disease and condition. Translating a basic discovery into a potential drug candidate or biomarker that is ready to be tested in humans is a complicated, time-consuming process that requires collaboration between the academic scientists who make discoveries and clinicians. Translational research thus aims to apply fundamental knowledge gained from basic research activities to the human condition. However, translational research is more challenging and costlier to conduct than basic research because it often involves complex organisms (i.e., animal models, humans). As ideas are moving forward in the process, they become relatively less risky, but the research becomes exponentially more expensive, especially in later-stage trials in humans. To be translational in biomedical research, information is often gathered from the wide range of molecular and cellular biology research, primarily using in vitro cell culture, patient primary cell, and in vivo animal models which is then applied to restore healthy state [18] .
Of course, the quality of research findings (i.e. a change in pathophysiological changes leading to disease incidence and/or the development of therapy) is predominantly contingent on the quality of the input data and the methods for their processing and interpretation. The acquisition of information that may be less relevant than anticipated further corrupts the process as well as the use models including animal models that are irrelevant to human disease.
Of course, improving the quality of hypotheses before testing them will save a lot of time, resources, and grievances, and potentially warrant success. This, of course, requires careful thinking, searching the literature and conducting a proper assessment of the likelihood of success before committing to testing a hypothesis.
As discussed recently [21] , there is an increasing consensus that the significant resources are being allocated into biomedical research, and significant gains made in understanding disease mechanisms, are not resulting in proportional gains in new treatments, diagnostics, and prevention. Over the past several decades, basic and clinical research are no longer on the same track and have diverged. The biopharmaceutical industry, which in the past was expected to carry discoveries across the divide, is now more interested in focusing on clinical research on candidate drugs that are more likely to succeed the regulatory approvals, and marketing. The vacuum left behind is often referred to as the 'Valley of Death'and neither basic scientists, preoccupied with discoveries nor clinical scientists and clinicians, busy with clinical studies, are keen to communicate or cooperate. This has decreased the interaction between basic and clinical scientists diminishing the transfer of information between these entities. At the same various omics platforms are generating data that could lead to potential novel drug targets and other discoveries that both the preclinical and clinical scientists both are having trouble parsing through. Despite biopharma is spending more on research, it is disproportionately delivering fewer products, and is no longer able to take forward most basic science discoveries.
Furthermore, most research findings cannot be replicated and many of the findings even after replicating have no immediate utility or impact (however, they may lead to new avenues result in a huge benefit in the future).
The promotions in basic scientific research have been judged by number of funded grants based largely on the scientific publications in top journals, not on how much they have advanced the clinical science and medicine. Conversely, many clinicians whose success measured by how many patients they treat often have little time or motivation to do research and seek funding opportunities to do it which is increasingly becoming more competitive and difficult.
Crossing the 'valley of death' is not only about science. In addition to the scientific, design, and other reasons, this gap arises because of a systematic funding gap and also because of a knowledge and reward gap. The ability of research teams involved in the drug development process, as well as project management and negotiation skills, the track record of the organization, Intellectual property, market opportunity and a demonstrable competitive advantage all impact upon the ability to move the drug candidates towards FDA approval and marketed drug status.
The usual suspects
Evidence suggests that many published research findings in biomedical research are misleading, not as robust as they claim, or cannot be reproduced [8] . Because of this, the problem with the reproducibility of findings preclinical findings and their translatability to human studies is now widely recognized by both the biopharmaceutical industry and academic researchers. The scale of the problem could be as plain as the simple differences in methodological differences (for example, type of coating on tubes, what temperature are cells grown, how cells are stirred in culture, or subtle differences in medium such as pH or ingredients on which they are cultured) can result in complete failure to replicate the results.
As discussed in the literature [24] , there are many other reasons why drugs fail the development process including an increased focus on chronic and degenerative diseases and tests that use comparative drug effectiveness. It may be that the effect seen in cultured cells did not translate into an effect in animal studies [19] , or the candidate drugs did not have good safety profiles in animals for unexpected reasons or if they had poor PK/ bioavailability and PD profile or they fail due to poor or lack of efficacy and safety issues in human clinical trials [12, 24, 25, 29, 37, 38] or they were no more effective than the current drugs or drugs do not work on their intended targets.
There are many reasons why translational research might fail. These could be as simple as insufficient understanding of the nature of the translational process, failure to effective integration of the data coming from different technological approaches to disease, the use of models, access to tissues and appropriate materials, and the need for support in increasingly complex areas such as ethics, bioinformatics and biostatistics and personal privacy in relation to carrying out research in humans [18] . These greatly hinder progress in translational science.
Furthermore, failure in translational research may be explained in part by methodological flaws and poor experimental designs in preclinical in vitro and in vivo animal studies, leading to systematic bias and thus leading to irreproducible and unreliable data and inaccurate conclusions.
A variety of other reasons may include the lack of relevance of the target or mechanism to the disease and hence leading to lack of safety and high heterogeneity of patient population where the target exists only in a subset of patients as such, the drug is effective only for a subset of patients but not for everyone.
For example, a recent report has evaluated 10 cancer drugs currently in clinical trials and found that they do not work on their intended targets [39] . The 10 smallmolecule drug candidates are designed to target CASP3, HDAC6, MAPK14, PAK4, PBK and PIM1, the HDAC6 inhibitors citarinostat and ricolinostatas well as the p38 MAPK inhibitor ralimetinib and PAK4 inhibitor PF-03758309, for which a phase 1 in advanced solid tumors was terminated early due to "undesirable PK characters and the lack of an observed dose-response relationship. All 10 drugs the researchers examined have been used in at least 29 different clinical trials involving more than 1000 patients. Five of the six targets that these drugs are targeting are key for cancer cell's survival with the exception is CASP3, which is considered to induce cell death when activated.
In that case, strategies such as better use of biomarkers [3, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] and a better understanding of the link between genome-wide sequence and association with wellcharacterized phenotypes to aid diagnosis, inform disease progression trajectories, and allow better targeting of treatments to those patients most likely to respond [13] . As described in the literature [3, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] , a biomarker is an objective measurement of a biological signature in tissue or blood or other bodily fluids that substitutes for and ideally predicts a clinically relevant endpoint or intermediate outcome. Biomarkers are used in disease screening, diagnosis, and monitoring; as prognostic indicators; for developing individualized therapeutic interventions; for predicting and treating adverse drug reactions, and for pharmacodynamic and dose-response studies. A valuable biomarker links the pathophysiological state and the relevant clinical endpoint. Scientific and technological advances made in recent years have enabled multiscale, longitudinal measurements (snapshots) of human biology using various biomolecules such as RNAs (mRNA, micro-RNAs, long non-coding RNAs), DNAs, proteins, metabolites, [32, [40] [41] [42] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] derived from patient specimens from liquid biopsy or tissue biopsy or single-cell analyses to whole-body monitoring [44, 60] and that these advances have led to an increasing number of biomarkers for which targeted drugs are being discovered. Collectively, the integration of a variety of molecular profiling of patient specimens with deep, longitudinal profiling of the physiological state of an individual (i.e. deep phenotyping') [32, [60] [61] [62] [63] allows us is essential to understanding the prevention, initiation, progression, and response to treatment of diseases. For example, biomarkers identified from these efforts that signal correct dosing and whether the specific molecular target has been hit in early proof-ofconcept clinical trials have led to therapeutically improved therapeutic choices, all of which have garnered US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), and insurance company attention. Notably, Foundation Medicine's FoundationOne CDx assay was recently approved by the FDA and concurrently accepted by the CMS [44] .
Drugs that target novel targets and mechanisms appear to have higher attrition rates, [24, 64] but a combination of better-validated preclinical targets that have significant preclinical efficacy and safety profiles, and proof of principle data, can reduce such attrition risks.
Additional factors may include the model systems that have been used in scientific research where human studies cannot be conducted. For example, basic scientific research using animal models has been considered to be necessary for developing new therapies for human diseases, as well as in elucidating underlying molecular and pathophysiological mechanisms that lead to or associated with the disease. Almost 90% of the animal studies the industry conducts are legally required or justified by scientific reasons [19] . The value of preclinical research mainly conducted in animal model experiments for predicting the effectiveness of therapies and treatment strategies in human trials has remained contentious. In addition, poor translation of animal studies to human studies has led to significant amounts of wasted resources [31] . It has been claimed that just only 6% of animal studies are translatable to human response [65] .
Furthermore, improper use of statistical analysis methods and the misinterpretation or misuse of p-values appear to have a significant effect leading to inaccurate conclusions leading adding to the reproducibility crisis.
As for why clinical trials fail, this has been discussed eloquently by David Grainger (www.forbes.com/sites/ davidgrainger/2015/01/29/why-too-many-clinical-trialsfail-and-a-simple-solution-that-could-increase-returnson-pharma-rd/#607c0b8edb8b) and others [24, 66] who also point to a major but simple cause for unexpected late-stage clinical trial failure i.e. the fundamental misunderstanding of the p-value. To tackle many of these problems, Colqhoun [66] proposes simple steps that could materially increase the success rate of late-stage trials. However, ascribing single reasons for candidate drug failure could be an oversimplification because there may be multiple factors contributing to the failure of the drug candidate.
Additional roadblocks affecting successful translation of early discoveries into successful clinical research may include an incomplete understanding of the science of translation, improper clinical trial designs, and low participation in studies further contributes to this problem. Furthermore, lack of insufficient institutional and organizational support for translational science.
Suggestions to improve translational research
The first step towards a solution to a problem begins with the recognition of the problem. Perhaps, to improve translational research, it may be even more prudent to improve first the quality of hypotheses before testing them. This will save a lot of time, resources, and potentially increase the chances of success. This, of course, requires meticulous thinking, planning, searching the literature, and conducting a proper assessment of the likelihood of success before committing to testing a hypothesis. As a result, more comprehensive integration of evidence coming from various in vitro, in vivo and human studies might allow the refinement of objectives and target relevance and might improve the translatability of preclinical findings to humans thus increasing the likelihood of successful drug development.
Another emerging strategy to improve translational research is the identification of candidate drugs by screening the compound libraries in less complex biological systems instead of cell lines or primary human cells that have been the workhorse of the pharmaceutical industry. There is currently interest in the use of three dimensional (3D) organoids for rapid drug screening [67, 68] and model organisms such as Caenorhabditis elegans and zebrafish in high-throughput screens for new drugs [18, 19, 69, 70] . It is becoming increasingly evident that these systems can be used to identify therapeutic targets [71] and enable understanding the biology of pathways and gene products, and the ability of a compound or library of compounds to exert their functional effects in complex biological processes is directly assessed.
Another emerging compound library screening strategy is the use of so-called clinical trials in a dish (CTiD) which bridges preclinical testing and clinical trials. CTiD allows testing potential therapies for safety or efficacy on cells collected from a representative sample of human patients enabling the development of drugs for specific populations leading to the selection of safer drugs to move into clinical development [72] , resulting in a reduction in attrition and can be executed at a fraction of the cost outside of the rigid and heavily regulated clinical testing environment.
Better ("deep") phenotyping of patients Better ("deep") phenotyping of patients is another strategy. In this approach, deep phenotyping uses various molecular profiling imaging, and clinical data collected longitudinally to define the human disease [3, 18] . Obviously, this strategy requires access to patient specimens and must overcome ethical anxieties. The so-called deep phenotyping [13, 32, [60] [61] [62] [63] involves linking retrospective and prospective longitudinal molecular profiling and other relevant data including tissue histopathology to electronic health records (EHRs). This can lead to better clinical characterization of the study population and enable discovery of new genetic, epigenetic, proteomic or other molecular profiling associations with disease, disease subtypes. There are already several large-scale biobanks and population-based cohorts including the UK Biobank (500,000 participants), the All of Us initiative (1000,000+ participants), and the Million Veterans Program, now include linkage to EHRs [73] . Deep phenotyping by way of using EHR-linked biobank data has been used as a resource for the discovery of novel drug targets [74] [75] [76] [77] . For example, Dewey et al. [78] used the exome sequencing data linked to the EHR from 58,000 patients collected at the Geisinger Health System and found that loss-of-function mutations in ANGPTL3 were correlated with the development of coronary artery disease. As a next step, Dewey et al. [78] developed a monoclonal antibody antagonist to target this protein as a potential therapeutic for disease prevention. Similarly, Graham et al. [79] have also shown that antisense oligonucleotides targeting ANGPTL3 are also protective against cardiovascular disease in humans. EHR-linked biobanks have also shown their utility in the field of pharmacogenomics to discover and investigate specific genetic variants that modulate or mediate drug efficacy, drug response or tolerance, such as those that affect metabolism [80] . For example, the electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) Network, collaborating with the Pharmacogenomics Research Network (eMER-GEPGx) reported that 96.2% of 5000 clinical subjects had at least one actionable variant for 82 pharmacogenes [81] . As of 2018 with more than 10 million genotyped customers, the consumer genomics industry is becoming a mainstream phenomenon [82] . Recently, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) announced its approval of the first direct-to-consumer pharmacogenomics test to be performed and marketed by 23andMe paving the way for direct-to-consumer genetic health risk tests of limited clinical utility [83] . However, concerns remain with respect to direct-to-consumer pharmacogenomic testing. For example, the 23andMe test includes eight gene panel (with a total of 33 variants that are expressed at a higher allelic frequency in the Caucasian population) involved in drug metabolism. However, variants of these genes that are expressed at higher frequency in patients of African, Asian and Hispanic populations are not included in the 23andMe test. This potentially will result in falsepositive results. For example, a recent report indicated that 40% of variants in a variety of genes reported in direct-to-consumer raw data were false positives [84] highlighting the importance of clinical confirmation testing for appropriate patient care. In addition, the genetic testing companies such as 23andMe have established a two-sided market between the consumer and the research laboratories, concerning the creation of DNA databases and biobank for scientific and financial gain which has some profound ethical ramifications [85] .
Drug repurposing
Drug repurposing is another strategy to accelerate drug development and skip the early phases of roadblocks [7, 36] . Drug repurposing evaluates drugs that are already approved to treat one indication or condition to see if they are safe and effective for treating other indications [36, [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] . To achieve this, a variety of computational and experimental and clinical data can be employed synergistically to analyze various types of large-scale data for drug repurposing [98] . The data set and approaches can include genetic association (genes that associate with a disease), pathway mapping (network analysis using genetic, proteomic, transcriptomic or disease data), retrospective clinical analysis (systematic analysis of EHRs, clinical trial data and post-marketing surveillance data), novel data sources (large-scale in vitro drug screens with paired genomic data, EHR-linked large biobank and patient data), phenotypic screening (high-throughput phenotypic screening of compounds using in vitro or in vivo disease models), binding assays to identify relevant target interaction (mass spectrometry, affinity chromatography), signature matching (comparing the transcriptomic or adverse effect signatures of a drug with that of another drug or disease phenotype), molecular docking (structure-based computational strategy to predict binding site complementarity between a ligand and a therapeutic target) [98] . Repurposing existing drugs for different indications or targets, drugs can be developed in 4-5 years without much risk of failure, by virtue of reverse engineering and licensing Intellectual property (IP) rights. This is because, many repurposed drugs have already passed the early phases of development, clinical safety, and bioavailability testing, thus can potentially gain FDA approvals in less than half the time and at one-quarter of the cost. However, side effects that would be acceptable for a life-threatening disease might not be acceptable for chronic disease. It is argued that repositioning a drug reduces the cost of drug development because safety tests are not needed. The argument is that, the safety data already exist for the drug because the drug works only if the dose and mode of administration remain similar. If the new indication necessitates a significantly higher dose, the drug will have to go through phase I trials again.
For example, GWAS studies have been successfully used to identify drug-repurposing opportunities, i.e., targets for which there are already approved drugs for other indications [98] . Repurposing of existing de-risked compounds to treat both common and rare diseases is increasingly becoming an attractive strategy to reduce overall development time and costs. Despite the successful identification of repurposable drug candidates using various data-driven and experimental approaches [98] ; however, there are also challenges including technical and regulatory challenges that must be addressed [98] .
More transparency
Another area of improvement is more transparency in scientific research. Even if all other issues are addressed, some studies sometimes are useless and or may be very difficult or impossible to replicate and even those that get into the clinical space many of those clinical studies are terminated because of futility. As discussed by Ioannidis [8] , to be useful, "clinical research should be true" [99] and there has to be clinical impact or utility. Impact decreases when research is not transparent, when study data, protocols, and other processes are not accessible for verification or further use by others. Therefore, there has to be trust (i.e. more transparency) in scientific research. To earn that trust, there has to be a paradigm shift for a more open, transparent science where the primary goal is to test and not support hypotheses. To accomplish this, we must make some changes in several research practices that can contribute to greater transparency and reproducibility for biomedical research investigations including the availability of detailed methods and protocols and results (even the raw data), software and codes in ways that are accessible and for those who may want to reanalyze or replicate their findings.
A more flexible and modular approach that engages both academia and industry Due to the increasing cost of drug development and high risk of attrition of successful translation of findings to human studies and funding challenges in the public research sector, a collaborative partnership model has been explored between industry and public research organizations to pool resources and reduce duplication of efforts. These efforts may include sharing broad as well as deep scientific knowledge, adopting a cross-institution development and business models, more transparency, more phenotype-specific therapies, and roader, balanced ethics discussions.
With some strategic federal and philanthropic investments, the paradigm is beginning to shift. For example, NIH has made some progress toward promoting translational research with some helpful trans-NIH initiatives. The pharmaceutical industry has been changing its strategies to remain competitive in the face of changing business environments and foreign competitions emerging primarily from countries such as China, India, Korea, and Brazil potentially with their R&D and business models [100] . Many of these emerging countries are considered as the 'Future Innovators' (i.e. capital-abundant with an evolving R&D ecosystem). These countries have built a strong base for innovation through support of academic R&D and resulting in high-impact publications, growing start-up activities, the existence of modern infrastructure and availability of a diverse talent pool, coupled with robust although mostly public but also growing private funding [101] .
In addition, changing attitudes especially in academia with respect to entrepreneurial attitudes is important during biomedical innovation and new product development (e.g., drugs, biomarkers, etc.). Supporting environment, positive attitudes and orientation towards entrepreneurship are benefiting not only the inventor but also the institute hence resulting in a win-win model with potentially high-value research products. Safeguarding IP, and licensing terms of IP rights and patents is critical for the success of the open innovation model.
However, in many places, entrepreneurial traits are still being looked at with suspicion and are judged to be less important. Of course, entrepreneurial attitude is currently out of the domain in the industry except for a few pharmaceutical companies which still have some type of semi-autonomous research groups that are responsible for their research programs geared towards specific product development. The parent company often gets involved in those products market introduction (NDA) and the treatment of the target population.
More advocacy and incentivization
Translational research or medicine embodies a broad range of scientific, regulatory, and clinical disciplines. Although there are now numerous organizations currently in existence to embrace the field in its globality, there remains many other practical aspects often related to advocacy, education, incentivization, regulation, business and economic issues remain as challenges, with no focused outlet through which to address emerging issues [102] . An organization embracing the complexities of translational medicine should be considered with the goal of contributing information to all arenas of the need for translational efforts [102] . As discussed in the literature [17] , the incentives must be aligned to engage basic and clinical faculty to pursue translational and clinical research. Accomplishing this goal requires structural and educational initiatives such as branding and supporting this initiative, expansion of infrastructure in informatics and appropriate research facilities including biobanking, computational biology, specific core facilities, biostatistics and others. Such a shift in the paradigm of basic and clinical research would align strategy with the capabilities that are unique to each organizations such as academic medical centers and could provide them with tools to realizing their potential.
Teamwork and inter-organizational collaboration
The problem of non-translatable research is not the fault of a specific group (e.g., basic or clinical researchers) but involves multiple groups. Translational research is a complex and requires a diverse skill set. Many organizations have invested in educational programs, facilities, and most advanced resources to encourage translational research. However, emphasis on creating a sustainable multidisciplinary research teams and systems seem to be the challenge. As discussed in the literature [103] , teams amplify innovation during the transition phase because more and often better ideas are generated by team input than by individuals. Involvement of team in go, no-go decision making optimizes breakthroughs and limits failures as compared with an individual's evaluation.
During the selection phase of innovation, a diverse team will eliminate poor ideas more efficiently [4] . In addition, a diverse team embodies extended networks, associated with each member, which facilitates more efficient selection and retention and sustaining innovation. Teams consisting of individuals with identical backgrounds are more likely to develop a similar mind-set that leads to sequential thinking [104] . Sequential thinking results in an unimaginative method of problemsolving, using techniques common to a single discipline or field leading to innovations that are of incremental benefit [104] . On the other hand, diverse teams are associated with a higher likelihood of connective thinking, during which members dynamically make connections between very different ideas, disciplines and techniques and methods. It is argued that diverse teams that engage connective thinking are more likely to develop radical innovations [104] .
The successful multidisciplinary teams emerge from shared learning and experiences which leads to team intimacy and trust [105] .
The success of the translation from basic science to clinical science and eventually to the patient requires extensive collaboration between basic scientists involved in discovery research, assay developers and statisticians, and clinical scientists and clinicians who conduct the human studies, it also involves better communication and collaboration between other organizations including funding agencies, the industry and regulatory agencies (e.g. FDA, CLIA) and other stakeholders including journals., and patients and related advocacy groups. For example, journals can be very influential in setting the standards of acceptable research and whether they are innovative or impactful. Besides the impact factor, some journals now have the Altmetric Attention Score for a research output on their portals for each article they have published. The Altmetric Attention Score provides an indicator of the amount of attention that the article has received.
Because a unique role that industry plays in bringing the FDA-approved products of basic science research through product development and into clinical use, the development and initial validation of drugs or biomarkers, the final steps of obtaining FDA or CLIA approval; therefore, it is vital for basic and academic scientists to interact with their industrial counterparts and clinical scientists and at an early stage of development. It will be the industry that conducts the necessary assays on patient biospecimens or develops and markets CLIA-approved in vitro diagnostic. And of course, there must be resources and funds available to conduct such translational research which could be funded by a variety of funding agencies and industry. Therefore, a key strategic aim for successful translational research should be the formation of strong collaborations among academia, clinical medicine, and industry.
Clinical relevance is another area that deserves some discussion [8] . Ideally, findings from biomedical research should be clinically useful regardless of their eventual results. Even there is a value of "negative" results and this is rarely discussed when clinical studies are completed.
There is a higher impact in generating useful information for solving problems with higher disease burdens. However, solving problems with low prevalence or studying rare conditions with but serious consequences for affected individuals is tremendously impactful for those individuals and even others such as infectious diseases (e.g., HIV, Ebola, and HCV). Some of the findings from low prevalence or rare disease research may generate knowledge that may also be relevant to common conditions.
More effective funding mechanism
As for the funding mechanism, the reallocation of funds could help improve all research (basic, preclinical, and clinical). As discussed by Ioannidis [8] there has to be some new business model for funding mechanisms. He suggests that while discovery-based long-term research with high uncertainty and very high failure rate could be funded by NIH, DOD and other public funding agencies, applied preclinical research where uncertainty is high, but goals are clearly set with high failure rate but with some probability of success should be funded by industry who will profit if research delivers something that is impactful and useful and that the current public funding mechanism in this area should shift to clinical research. It is argued that in clinical research although the uncertainty is high it is often manageable because goals are stated clearly and results are often useful regardless of Today's biomedical research funding mechanism often supports only small studies with short duration because they can be completed in a short time and results can be published rapidly. However, the results from these studies often require validation in separate studies with larger cohorts of patients and sometimes require long-term studies. These studies are often cannot be performed because funds required to conduct these studies exceed the resources available to the researchers. One approach to overcome this problem may be by designing more streamlined randomized trials [106, 107] however, even for such trials, the cost may still be an issue. One approach to address this issue may be the participation of the pharmaceutical industry by contributing more funds towards these trials.
The rationale is that there must be some type of financial gain from biomedical research, especially in an era of limited resources [8] . This is often done with formal modeling (value of information) [108] . However, different studies may require very different levels of financial investment and their potential financial yield may be highly variable. For example, clinical trials are very costly. In most cases, the benefits of impactful biomedical research often offset the cost of investment [109, 110] . It has been suggested that streamlining research could help make research better by reducing the eliminating trials that are underpowered, lacks precision, duration, and proper outcomes that can be impactful and useful. Impactful or useful research is patient-centered (i.e. biomedical research findings benefit patients or preserve health and enhance wellness) and should not be centered on the needs of researchers or clinicians or sponsors.
More effective decision-making process
Complexity in drug discovery and development process is quite high and the level of uncertainty is significant. The available data is limited (representing all aspects of disease and treatment), while time and resources are always a limiting factor to explore a wider space. Uncertainties and risks are prominent in every stage of the drug development process because drug discovery and development is a complex logistic process that requires multiple and continual expert feedback on go/no-go decisions (Fig. 3 ) from a wide range of specialists in various areas of research [112] . During this process, new molecular entities emerge with activity against specific and promising molecular targets of importance for a specific disease. These candidate New Chemical Entities (NCEs) are then evaluated for their efficacy, specificity, safety, toxicity, pharmacokinetics (PK), pharmacodynamics (PD), and metabolism before they can be considered safe to test in human [112] . Human trials include a rigorous series of testing in human volunteers and patients through phases one to three before the New Drug Application (NDA) for marketing approval can be made. During this aforementioned discovery and development processes, a series of go/no-go decisions must be made at specific process points to decide whether or not to proceed the discovery (from target selection to the Investigational New Drug (IND) application and development (from IND to New Drug Application (NDA) processes [113] . These go/no-go decisions are often dependent on decisions by a group of specialists with varying expertise in a specific field [113] . The common approach is that specialists or experts involved in the formal decision-making process of a particular project use intuitive decision-making rather than structured approaches [112, 114, 115] . The knowledge as compared with the known unknowns and unknown-unknowns is a real challenge for making binary go/no-go decisions on R&D project continuation. This uncertainty is even further magnified with all aspects of disease pathophysiology, patient heterogeneity, treatment options and each of treatment effects which all impact the decisionmaking process. Therefore, project management based on risk assessment is science itself [116] . Accordingly, recently a few interesting simulation experiments have been conducted to evaluate the level of error in decision-making process [112, 115] . These studies suggest that specialists involved in the R&D decisionmaking process vary significantly in their intuitive judgments of benefit and risk in go/no-go decisions during the R&D process. The lack of concordance and variability concerning go/no-go R&D decision-making cases selected in these studies may represent decisions made in the real world. Such decisions are usually made based on incomplete information, and personal bias and variability of disease area expertise and background between experts in the field.
It has been suggested by others that [115] , by modeling decision-making in real cases from initial drug discovery to late development and marketing. In pharmaceutical industry R&D, rational decision-making can be managed by a group of 10-15 experts [59] when mean group judgments over a series of decision points are clear go decisions. However, the number of people needed for a decision with a chance to succeed was 100 for early R&D projects increasing with RD project complexity [112] . When mean group judgments from one decision point to another vary from go to no-go, there will be a need to expand R&D expert input. In such cases, the drug development processes take on the form of an open innovation model.
Ringel et al. [117] found that most obvious factors like company size and R&D spending did not correlate with New Molecular Entity (NME). Interestingly, the study found that the level of science in a company as measured by the number of peer-reviewed literature and the presence of experienced decision-makers with a successful track record significantly correlated with a positive outcome. Butler argued that [21] the division of R&D is one of the factors contributing to clinical failures because of inadequate handovers.
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning to improve decision-making
As discussed previously in the literature [32] and others, the future will also be affected by using artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning to help decision making. Machine learning algorithms can identify features, and then use those features to make predictions or classify new data faster, more systematically, and sometimes better than any human to answer questions and to get insight into how to analyze the ever-growing amount of large datasets. AI can handle the complexity of the rules that must be applied to understand these large data.
Several new generation companies are taking advantage of this revolution. For example, Cloud Pharmaceuticals, a company focusing on AI-based drug discovery is using this technology to find new drug targets, new mechanisms, and novel first-in-class drugs. For example, the US federal government's Tox21 program, a collaboration among the Environmental Protection Agency, the National Institutes of Health, and the Food and Drug Administration, maintains a large data set of molecules and their toxicity against key human proteins which is an opportunity to apply this large data to AI in search of features of association between structure, properties, function, and possible toxic effects.
In addition to identifying potential toxicities, machine learning algorithms could predict how a candidate compound might respond to different physical and chemical environments. This can help scientists understand how that compound or molecule might behave in various tissues in the human body.
AI could also suggest the structure of a new therapeutic molecule from scratch. For example, companies including Exscientia, an AI-driven drug discovery company, are using machine learning for drug discovery by mimicking the decision making of a medicinal chemist while also learning from the inputs of real human medicinal chemists. These developments suggest that in the near future, the drug targets and the molecules designed to bind them will all be influenced by the outputs of their AI platform.
In addition to the potential of AI in drug discovery, many scientists are also excited about the possibilities that AI offers, especially when it can be used to find new therapies or identify patients who are more likely to respond to specific therapies for difficult-to-treat diseases.
Furthermore, the AI revolution is already providing new tools to physicians in decision making. Several recent publications [118, 119] highlight the potential utility Fig. 3 Stage-gate decision process in drug discovery and development. Go/no-go decision making process along milestones such as those indicated above used in biopharmaceutical industry during drug discovery and development process. As in preclinical and clinical development, go / no-go decision setpoints are defined for each milestone according to the target product profile that must be fulfilled to continue drug discovery and development process. Discovery and development research is also covered by benchmark initiatives which provide average risk/ success rates, timelines, and resources used per milestone. Adapted from [111] of AI in cancer diagnostics and cancer immunotherapy [120] . The recent big data revolution accompanied by the accumulation of comprehensive molecular (e.g. (genetic, genomic, proteomic, epigenomic and others) and clinical data set will enable the application of AI to this large data set to help decision making including disease diagnosis. The emergence of AI and machine learning have been recognized by academic and industry researchers, and regulatory agencies alike as the next natural step to analyze large data set and help in decision making. For example, in a recent report [118] researchers re-trained an off-the-shelf Google deep learning algorithm to identify the most common types of lung cancers and found that the AI performed almost as good as experienced pathologists when it was used to discriminate between adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and normal lung tissue [118] . Similarly, in another study researchers used machine learning and retrospectively identified key features associated with a specific response to anti-PD-L1 therapy that underscores cancer immunotherapy success. They then applied 36 different features-multi-modal data set into their machine learning algorithm and identified 20 features that could predict increases in potential tumor-fighting immune cells in a patient's blood after treatment. When they analyzed these features as a panel, they were able to describe 79% of the variation in patient immune responses which potentially allows better target immunotherapy treatment to those who will benefit [120] .
However, there are also limitations of AI. AI is also limited by the quality of the data. If the data is erroneous, then the results are likely to be inaccurate. There is still need for human to put it all together. AI and machine learning will only help the process of drug discovery and development faster, more efficient, and better.
Reconsider the business model
We must also find ways to change the business model of biomedical research by reconsidering incentives such that basic and clinical researchers in academia are interested in translational research and can be rewarded for it.
It is argued that "big science" projects that have grandiose ideas and goals often fail or take many years to deliver. As discussed earlier [121] , a likely contributor to this problem is that biomedical research is a highly fragmented industry that is organized in silos. Biomedical organizations have generally grown organically beginning from earlier discoveries, often serendipitously, which typically is organized horizontally along with functional "silos," areas of expertise where the depth of knowledge in one particular area is critical. Despite its effectiveness for fostering excellent solutions for primary scientific questions, such horizontal silos often generate barriers if information must be shared between silos. In contrast, in a vertical structure such as in manufacturing industries, formal hand-off processes are designed such that discoveries are rapidly and efficiently conveyed to others who require the information for the construction of the end product. This enables rapid vetting of ideas, eliminating poor concepts, and fostering the acceptance of better concepts. Of course, this is an oversimplification of two different industries one is much simpler while the other being highly complex and involves human life..
In a vertical approach, there are a several experts within a single organization with a focus on coordination of multiple disciplines, using shared resources and emphasizing hand-offs between entities. This enables rapid advancement towards a useful product. Contrastingly, in a horizontal approach, early discoveries are not advanced towards a useful product possibly due to duplication of efforts across disciplines.
National Cancer Institute's (NCI) Early Detection Research Network (EDRN) discussed these issues relating to each of the major constituent groups and recommended several solutions to improve the translational research process [121] . It is stated that EDRN promotes a vertical approach for conducting in this case "biomarker research", whereby biomarkers are developed, refined and analytically and clinically validated all within one organization with a focus on coordinating multiple resources such that barriers to the rapid and efficient "hand-off" between organizations are minimized. The success of this process is ensured by formulating a structured set of criteria for evaluating the roles and clinical relevance of each biomarker, along with criteria and strategies for determining the use of biomarkers in relationship to one another.
There have been some changes in the way the pharmaceutical industry conduct their business model of R&D process in. For example, in a recent report, Gautam et al. [100] analyzed data on key aspects (i.e. revenue distribution, research units, portfolio mix, and emerging markets) to identify key trends to gain insight into the change in strategic focus, realignment of R&D focus and focus toward targeted therapeutics and the growth of emerging markets. Their analysis revealed that there are several trends at play such as massive to lean; consolidation of R&D footprint and shift from hubs to hotspots; primary to specialty care model. The big pharma has been shifting away from developing primary care and small-molecule medicines; and progressively tailoring their pipelines to specialty medicines and biologics targeted for high unmet medical needs; and; globally a West to East shift (i.e. the emerging markets of Asia, Latin America, Russia, Middle-East and Africa continue to lead revenue growth and innovation capabilities [101] ). In addition, mission-oriented translational research has been proposed. In this model health economics is integrated into all phases of translational research as an intrinsic component of any study aimed at improving outcomes for patients and intervention costs [122] .
Adopt open innovation and intellectual property (IP) models
Due to the inherent significant difference between experts in their individual intuitive go/no-go decisions during the complex drug discovery and development process, new forms of multisource open innovation models such as crowdsourcing and crowd casting could help for rational decision-making [112] . Accordingly, an open innovation model with the increased openness, entrepreneurial awareness, entrepreneurial engagements, and engagements of wide-ranging skills and expertise may help them to improve the R&D process.
In classical business model, there are many stakeholders that collaboratively develop and package products whether they are drugs, drug targets, or biomarkers or even knowhow that require IP protection before publicly sharing any findings in the form of publications, etc. (and many of those findings in industry even are not published). However, this business model also slows down the progress and also results in wasted resources on similar scientific efforts due to a lack of transparency. This significantly affects inherent project uncertainty and decision-making modeling as well as entrepreneurial orientation. Because of this, an open innovation model (i.e. open IP platforms) differs from the classical closed innovation model when openness enables accelerated product development and at the same time avoids dead ends. However; this open innovation model somewhat needs to develop a strategy for cost and revenue sharing such that it becomes a win-win model that is structured in open networks and business consortia.
On the other hand, open innovation creates opportunities especially in lean times by breaking down conventional corporate boundaries, allowing ideas, people, and IP to flow freely both into and out of an organization [123, 124] .
It has been suggested that [124] , open innovation might in fact strengthen patent protection, induces the free sharing and dissemination of information; conversely, the exercise of traditional IP rights by innovative firms to protect their intellectual asset leads to a decrease in the strength of the patent system. Because of this, open innovation globalization has increased the need for cross-border, inter-firm open R&D cooperation, and this has led to transparency and cross-fertilization of ideas and concepts in the R&D process across a variety of fields [125] .
Open innovation model adopts a more effective R&D strategy that requires information sharing and open IP platforms. As illustrated in Fig. 4 open innovation model emphasizes integrative science through collaboration, via establishing joint ventures or strategic alliances, opensharing of internal and external R&D functions and resources including IP sharing, as well as using existing knowledge (data), and taking up other multifaceted approaches and resulting benefits from advances on different fronts of new R&D process.
Open innovation offers several benefits including the creation of high-value knowledge and resources. Since the open innovation model shares the burden of R&D cost and reduces R&D risk, it has the potential to create synergism between internal and external R&D leading to the development of new technology and products for new markets, or displacing existing products in the current markets, or capturing the markets from other companies. Furthermore, new knowledge, technology, and products can potentially be out-licensed.
At the same time, open innovation also creates a number of risks and challenges, including revealing information not intended for sharing, the potential for the organizations to lose their competitive advantage as a result of shared intellectual property [124] , the complexity of ownership of IP and sharing financial and intellectual returns from innovative products, knowledge, and technology.
Moreover, due to the highly dynamic nature of the R&D landscape, and because different contexts may offer different challenges or opportunities for value creation or appropriation, the open innovation agreements must be updated regularly.
Despite the challenges, open innovation models based on global open innovation and development communities are emerging in various fields of science and business such as biomedicine, life sciences, engineering, and information technology. Therefore, it is imperative that when dealing with complex decision-making processes in biomedical research, implementing such open innovation and management models might be able to optimize decision-making and value creation for industry, society, and patients.
As a result, more collaborative and open innovation models are showing more acceptance in the pharmaceutical and biotech sectors. This is partly due to several factors such as need for collaboration for tackling highly complex nature of biomedical research, better and easier communication across the globe via the Internet, availability of experts for complex decision-making, the funding mechanisms encouraging such collaborations (or team work), increasing venture capital and entrepreneurs, philanthropists to fund such research, as well as the increasing interest from other interest groups including public awareness and policymakers to support such collaborative biomedical research to accelerate better and faster drug and other relevant biomedical product development.
The last few years many pharmaceutical companies have begun using open innovation models [126, 127] to more dynamically adjust for innovation challenges with broader scientific feedbacks [100] . A case in point, the Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative (DNDi) has established several partnerships with the private sector (i.e. GSK, Anacor) and with academia, https://www.dndi. org/newsletters/n16/dndi.php).
They have begun conduction joint biomedical research and ways of designing their IP-strategies to optimize the value extraction from these joint ventures. DNDi is an independent, not-for-profit drug or product development consortium established to discover and develop novel and improved treatments for neglected and mostly tropical diseases (i.e. malaria, leishmaniasis, sleeping sickness, and Chagas disease). DNDi was established in 2003 by publicly-funded research institutes from Brazil, India, Kenya, Malaysia along Institut Pasteur and NGOs like Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) (https://www.dndi. org/newsletters/n16/edito.php). DNDi operates through a virtual model whereby all of its R&D activities are outsourced, contributing to keeping development costs under control while providing high flexibility. As a consequence of this strategic option, the development of an efficient drug development program to address neglected Fig. 4 Open Innovation Model emphasizes integrative science through collaboration, strategic alliance, open-sharing of internal R&D and external R&D, using existing knowledge (data), taking up other multifaceted approaches and accruing benefits from advances on different fronts of new drug discovery and development process to create internal and external knowledge and resources to create value and to capture a piece of that value. Because the open innovation model shares the innovation cost and minimizes innovation risk, it has the potential to self-sustain itself creating new technology and products for new markets or displacing existing products in the current markets as well as potential out licensing opportunities for the products and technology developed during this process diseases requires the establishment of strong agreements within the entire biomedical landscape. As a virtual R&D organization, DNDi undertakes the complex and lengthy drug discovery and development processes by establishing effective partnerships with public and private organizations and to bring together their diverse complementary capabilities essential for developing new treatments. The partnership network consists of a diverse group of players including individual investigators, independent experts, academic groups, NGOs like MSF, major research centers, public institutions, biotech and pharmaceutical companies. The success of this business model is reflected in over 250 collaborations (research, technical, and funding agreements with both public and private partners) within the past 5 years. The success lies in bringing together individual, public and private partners who are motivated to make a significant difference for patients suffering from neglected diseases. As elaborated on the DNDi portal (https://www.dndi.org/newsletters/n16/edito.php), multiple key factors are at play for effective partnerships in this field including (1) innovative thinking to critical issues by engaging academia, public health institutes, biotech, or pharmaceutical industries, (2) common needs-driven objective, (3) the virtual model that enables delivery of timely scientific innovation, (4) strengthening existing local capabilities and project management to orchestrate and coordinate activities within the partnership networks, (5) partnerships with local and international donors and philanthropists which play a major role in funding the R&D, (6) reciprocal benefits such as favorable public image, scientific information generated from a particular technology or compound (i.e. early stage development), access to R&D grants through joint applications, and most importantly developing new and improved treatments. Based on the above principles, DNDi has established a partnership with industry (e.g. GSK, Anacor, now part of Pfizer) and academia. However, there is a need for more regulatory guidelines to safeguard access rights to scientific information and products developed from these partnerships which would help to accelerate the progress of the open innovation model. In summary, although there could be many other factors that might be contributing to the failures in translation research, these are beyond the scope of this review. A more detailed discussion in each specific area affecting the translational research including the operational challenges [16] associated with bringing forward translational medicine within a coherent framework for translational research and potential solutions to overcome those challenges have been extensively discussed in the literature [4, 8, 13, 15-17, 19, 28, 32, 60, 99, 102, 103, 121, 128-132] . These include the need for new, efficient organizational models that promote innovation and team-oriented collaborative science, such as in an 'adhocracy' (i.e. a flexible, adaptable and informal form of organization that is defined by a lack of formal structure that employs specialized multidisciplinary teams grouped by functions) as proposed by Henry Mintzberg [46] .
Conclusion
In closing, the success of the translation research from bench to bedside depends on the adoption of multidisciplinary team science and inter organizational collaborative model that synchronizes efforts and actions of all funding agencies, academia, nonprofit foundations, philanthropy, pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, the public, and the policymakers, with the full support and backing of organizational leadership and funding agencies.
Despite the setbacks, there has been some progress of movement to cross the divide. For example, in recent years, many pharmaceutical companies have begun using open innovation models to address R&D challenges. The challenge is to establish the equilibrium between innovation and healthy competition in the market in the context of drug discovery and development, marketing, and cost and revenue sharing. It is also noteworthy to mention that there are new breed of pharmaceutical companies emerging from emerging economies including China, India, Korea, and Brazil potentially with their unique R&D and business models to challenge the longheld leadership of US and European pharmaceutical companies. Last but not least, the future will also be affected by using AI in biomedical R&D.
Furthermore, as eloquently summarized in a recent article [28] , the scientific community, academic and research institutes, industry representatives, policy makers, and public in general must be open to the idea of integrating more inter-institutional, multidisciplinary collaborations, continue to invest in the next generation of researchers who may not fit into the traditional academic profile, and support the long path these researchers will have in front of them, and continue to build partnerships between academia and industry to utilize the strengths and expertise of all parties.
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